SYSQUARE

stepping remarkably.

us in a

NUTSHELL
Sysquare provides IT Consulting and custom software
solutions. Our expertise includes the implementation of
information technology services such as ERP, CRM,
product development both on the web and mobile,
cloud services, digital marketing, and IT consultation.
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We deliver costeffective
solutions using
the latest
technologies to
satisfy your
needs.

partnerships.

innovation
Doing the best
instead of being
the best.

excellence

dexterity

To see what
everyone’s seeing,
yet do what none
has done before.

Go the extra
mile, it’s never
crowded.

our

MISSION
We believe that success is directly proportional to the
effort and efficiency we provide to our customers.
We provide unique ideas and specialised services with
an emphasis on respectful interactions and
accountability, with a priority on maintaining best
practices within our industry.

domain

EXPERTISE
auction
operations
management
drone
jewellery
accounting
fintech
logistics
& travel
manufacturing
& retail
life style

energy

online
dating
office
automation
SAP technology
consulting

our

SERVICES
Mobile application
Development

Web
Development

Big Data & Cloud
Computing

IT
Consultation

ERP & CRM
Development

Product
Development

Digital Marketing
& Content Writing

Quality Analysis
& Testing

technologies

WE WORK WITH
WearOS

WatchOS

Hadoop

Swift

Python

Kotlin

Elastic

Boomi

Search

AI & ML

SharePoint

Kubernetes

React JS

Chatbot

Dell

MuleSoft

My SQL

Kibana

AWS

Salesforce

Mongo

Virtual Reality

Oracle

Microsoft

Apache

Dynamics

Kafka

Spring

Big Data

SAP

Angular

Unity

Blockchain

Node JS

Augmented Reality

Flutter

our

CLIENTS
TATA Motors
Hidden Valley Vermont
24*7 Software

Drone Nation

Bluevin Inc.

Oswal Transformers

TruckBux
Fossil India

Kore.ai
Clay Craft
Encarat

AmPay

Rashi Evaluators

Gill Corp
MyAuctions

Niyati Enterprises

Dua Consulting

Maruti Suzuki
RCA Legal

JMB & Sons

OnBord
Setzup

TruColor DMCC

Fundbox

Fexle GmbH

Buddy Nation

Taxidio

Valoya
ApCrate

Mercure Dias

Monytor Inc.

Utilize an intelligent ERP system to address today's challenges and
tomorrow's opportunities with flexibility, speed, and insight.
We have broad experience in implementation and support for both
SAP and Microsoft Dynamics.

As an SAP Implementation and support partner, we deliver whole end-to-end SAP
solutions to our valued clients, who desire to buy, implement, monitor, and sustain
their SAP environments by adopting ASAP & RDS methodology as recommended by
SAP. We serve both types of implementations:

We have expertise in Microsoft Dynamics implementation and support focusing on
Dynamics 365, NAV, AX, and GP. We offer a comprehensive portfolio for all modules,
such as supply chain, financials, sales, purchase orders, inventory, production, and
distribution. We have more than 10+ year of functional and technical experience for
all the modules.

customer relationship

EXPERIENCE
By intelligently storing and managing customer's information, we've
acquired extensive experience in the implementation and support of
various CRM solutions. We can help you to optimize, centralize, and
streamline your communications. The better we know our customers, the
stronger our relationship can be with them (Better relationships = higher
customer satisfaction).

HubSpot

Microsoft Dynamics 365

Zoho

Salesforce

CRM

Oracle Netsuite

Freshsales

customer relationship

EXPERIENCE
We have expertise in delivering real-time analytics, dynamic
dashboards, and email integration support. We also provide many
collaboration tools which are tailored to our client's unique requirements.
With the increased focus on the clients, it's more important than ever to
nurture and expand your customer relationships, and with the help of
salesforce, it becomes a lot easier to do so.

TECHNICAL SERVICES
Service
Cloud

Marketing
Cloud
Chatter

Platform

Sales
Cloud
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cloud service

EXPERIENCE
If you are a business or an IT professional, the Cloud is a new innovative
way to run applications. The cloud utilizes smart services to address
today's challenges and tomorrow's opportunities with flexibility, cloud
analytics, speed, and data security. We have extensive experience in the
implementation and support of IaaS (Infrastructure as a Service) cloud
services like AWS, Azure, and Google Cloud services.

security solution

EXPERIENCE
Our depth of skills can transform security from a source of fear, risk, and
complexity into a source of strength, value, and competitive advantage.
We can serve as your trusted advisor for integrating and orchestrating
your cybersecurity solutions globally, with the help of Firewall, SSL, VPN,
and various web security solutions.

customer

STORIES
It has been a wonderful experience working with
Sysquare. The staff is very professional and

efficient.

They are very easy to work with,
always ready with their suggestions and input. The
work was delivered as promised and on time.
Commendable job! Would love to work with
Sysquare again.

I have been involved in big projects for
major corporations and the team at
Sysquare is the best that I have worked
with. They are timely, efficient
and use best practices in their
development work.

Amardeep Athwal

Nick Nanakos

New Jersey, USA

Founder, TruckBux

We have worked with Sysquare on multiple
projects over the past 5 years. We have
found both their lead and staff to be very

accessible and highly capable of
fulfilling any goals we have thrown at them.

Jason Finder

MD, Setzee, Inc.

To make the technologies reality, OnBord has
engaged Sysquare as a partner to develop these

highly skilled
thorough analytics are best in
technologies. Their

team,

class.
OnBord's satisfaction with Sysquare will continue a
long planned partnership in future technology
development.

James W Burns

CEO, Cybrigade, Inc.

They are professional and know their job
well. They are flexible in their approach.
They believe in meeting the timelines/
deadlines. Honesty and Integrity is
inbuilt in their organisation/job and
profession. They are very much capable to
take on tough assignments.

Col. Navdeep Brar

Indian Army

Working with Sysquare was a pleasure. They
were very attentive, on time, and happy

to answer any questions I had. I didn't know
m u ch a b o u t a p p d eve l o p m e n t b efo re
speaking with them and was able to learn a lot
through the process of working with them.

Nathan Resnick

Founder, Yesman

global

FOOTPRINTS

headquarters
Jaipur, Rajasthan, India
corporate office
UK, US, Japan
contact
+91 982 853 3874, +81 90-8100-8906, +1 480 285 4604
email
contact@sysquare.com
website
www.sysquare.com

